
Look at the words in the following box. 

smart   sport   swift   breakfast   cost   comfort   crust 
fast   gift    honest   left    part    report   last   shirt 

Each word in the list ends with a consonant pair: 
ft, st or rt.  Add the right consonant pair to the word 

parts below and make a word from the box. 
Write the word. 

sma___ ___  _____________ 
cru___ ___  ______________ 
breakfa___ ___ __________ 
comfo___ ___ ___________ 
swi___ ___  ______________ 

pa___ ___  ______________ 
le___ ___  _______________ 
repo___ ___  ____________ 
shi___ ___  ______________ 
spo___ ___  _____________ 
la___ ___  _______________ 
co___ ___  ______________ 
gi___ ___  _______________ 
hone___ ___  ___________ 
fa___ ___   ______________ 



Add the right consonant pair to the word parts  
below and make a word from the box. 

smart 
crust 
breakfast 
comfort 
swift 
 
part 
left 
report 
shirt 
sport 
last 
cost 
gift 
honest 
fast 



Look at the words in the following box. 

smart   sport   swift   breakfast   cost   comfort   crust 
fast   gift    honest   left    part    report   last   shirt 

Write a word from the box that rhymes with one of 
these words. 

lost 
cast 
deft 

________
________
________ 

trust 
lift 
cart 

________
________
________ 

________
________ 

dirt 
start 

Find these words in the box and write a bigger 
word. 

mart 
port 
fast 

__________
__________
__________ 

rust 
fort 
nest 

__________
__________
__________ 



Write a word from the box that rhymes with one of 
these words. 

Find these words in the box and write a bigger 
word. 

cost 
last or fast 
left 

crust 
swift or gift 
part 

shirt 
smart 

smart 
sport 
breakfast 

crust 
comfort 
honest 



Add a word to break to make a word from the box 
above. 

 
__________________ 

Write a word from the box in each sentence. 

1. My favorite birthday _____________was 
      a new plaid ____________. 
 
2. The first _____________of your book 
      _____________ is excellent. 
 
3. It is a great____________to know that you are 
      an ______________man. 
 
4. My parents gave _____________ approval  
      for my participation in _______________s. 

smart   sport   swift   breakfast   cost   comfort   crust 
fast   gift    honest   left    part    report   last   shirt 



Add a word to break to make a word from the box 
above. 

 
breakfast 

Write a word from the box in each sentence. 

1. gift  shirt 
2. part  report 
3. comfort  honest 
4. swift  sports 


